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A polynomial f (t) with rational coeﬃcients is strongly irreducible if f (tk) is irreducible for
all positive integers k. Likewise, two polynomials f and g are strongly coprime if f (tk)
and g(tl) are relatively prime for all positive integers k and l. We provide some suﬃcient
conditions for strong irreducibility and prove that the Alexander polynomials of twist knots
are pairwise strongly coprime and that most of them are strongly irreducible. We apply
these results to describe the structure of the subgroup of the rational knot concordance
group generated by the twist knots and to provide an explicit set of knots which represent
linearly independent elements deep in the solvable ﬁltration of the knot concordance
group.
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1. Introduction
A knot is an oriented locally ﬂat embedding of S1 into S3. Modulo slice knots, i.e. knots which bound a locally ﬂat
embedding of the 2-disk in the 4-ball, the set of knots forms a group. This group is called the knot concordance group and
is denoted C . In [8], Levine deﬁnes a surjection from C to Z∞ ⊕ (Z/2Z)∞ ⊕ (Z/4Z)∞ . Knots in the kernel of this map
are called algebraically slice. The quotient of the knot concordance group by algebraically slice knots is called the algebraic
concordance group.
Levine’s work also shows that the Alexander polynomial of a knot, K (t) ∈ Z[t], ﬁts very well into the theory of algebraic
concordance. If a knot has irreducible Alexander polynomial then it is not algebraically slice. Moreover, if a pair of knots J
and K has coprime Alexander polynomials, then J#K is algebraically slice if and only if both of J and K are algebraically
slice.
Moreover, in [1], Cha discusses the rational concordance group of knots, which we will denote by RC . A knot is called
rationally slice if it bounds a disk in a 4-manifold with the rational homology of a ball. The appropriate replacements for
irreducibility and coprimality of Alexander polynomials in this setting are stronger analogues: a polynomial f (t) ∈ Z[t] is
called strongly irreducible if f (tk) is irreducible for all positive integers k. Two polynomials f (t) and g(t) are called strongly
coprime if for all positive integers k and l, the polynomials f (tk) and g(tl) are coprime.
The work of [4], for example Theorem 7.7, shows that if one wishes to distinguish concordance classes of knots in
more subtle cases, such as knots that are algebraically slice, then the notions of strong irreducibility and strong coprimality
arise. The diﬃculty of actually performing computations in this setting poses a hurdle in the application of their work. For
example, they are able to produce generating sets for inﬁnite rank free abelian groups which sit deeply in the solvable
ﬁltration of the knot concordance group, but cannot prove that any one of these generators does not represent the zero
element of the concordance group. In Section 5, we apply the algebraic tools of this paper to produce explicit linearly
independent sets of knots.
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In [1], Cha deﬁnes an epimorphism from RC to Z∞ ⊕ (Z/2Z)∞ ⊕ (Z/4Z)∞ . The quotient of RC by the kernel of
this epimorphism is called the rational algebraic concordance group. In Section 2, we discuss the manner in which strong
coprimality and strong irreducibility ﬁt into this theory. Speciﬁcally we prove that if two knots, J and K have strongly
coprime Alexander polynomials, then J#K is rationally algebraically slice if and only if J and K are rationally algebraically
slice.
In Section 3 we prove Theorem 3.1, showing that the twist knots, depicted in Fig. 1, have pairwise strongly coprime
Alexander polynomials. We provide an application to the structure of the group they generate in the rational algebraic
concordance group.
Theorem (Theorem 3.1). For all positive integers m = n, the Alexander polynomials Tn and Tm are strongly coprime.
It is known that Tn is reducible precisely when n = y(y + 1) with y ∈ Z; in fact, n is of this form if and only if Tn is
algebraically slice (see [10]). We go on in Section 4 to prove that most of the twist knots have strongly irreducible Alexander
polynomials.
Theorem (Corollary 4.5). For every positive integer n that is not a perfect power and not of the form y(y+1)with y ∈ Z, the Alexander
polynomial Tn is strongly irreducible. When n is a perfect square, Tn is not strongly irreducible.
In order to prove this theorem we develop the following suﬃcient conditions for strong irreducibility.
Theorem (Corollary 4.2). Let f = cdtd + · · · + c0 ∈ Z[t] be an irreducible polynomial of degree d, where the coeﬃcients do not all
share a common factor. Then if some prime p divides cd or c0 exactly once, f is strongly irreducible.
Theorem (Corollary 4.4). Let f (t) = cdtd + · · · + c1t + c0 ∈ Z[x], where c0 and c1 are relatively prime nonzero integers. If f is
irreducible and c0 = ±αk for any integer α and natural number k > 1, then f is strongly irreducible.
2. Applications to rational knot concordance
In [1], Jae Choon Cha deﬁnes the rational algebraic concordance group of knots in an analogous manner to the deﬁnition
of the algebraic concordance group in [8]. Cha deﬁnes a complete set of invariants for the rational algebraic concordance
group by taking direct limits of Levine’s complete set of invariants of algebraic concordance. In this section we prove that
these invariants have a splitting property for knots with strongly coprime Alexander polynomials.
An algebraic number z is called reciprocal if z and z−1 are roots the same irreducible polynomial over Q. Levine’s
invariants of algebraic concordance s, e and d are deﬁned as follows:
• For z a reciprocal number with |z| = 1, sz(K ) ∈ Z is the jump of the Tristram–Levine signature function at z.
• For z a reciprocal number, ez(K ) ∈ Z/2Z is the number of times that the irreducible polynomial of z divides the
Alexander polynomial of K , reduced mod 2.
• For z a reciprocal number, dz(K ) ∈ Q(z+z−1)×{uu|u∈Q(z)×} is the discriminant of the z-primary part of a Seifert matrix of K .
All these invariants have the property that they vanish when the Alexander polynomial of K is relatively prime to
the irreducible polynomial of z [1, Proposition 3.6(1)]. The invariants s and e are additive under connected sum, while
dz(K# J ) = (−1)ez(K )ez( J )dz(K )dz( J ) [1, Proposition 3.6(4)].
Let P denote the set of sequences (ak)∞k=1 of reciprocal numbers such that (ank)
n = ak for all n,k. Let P0 be the
subset of P given by adding the restriction that |ak| = 1 for all k. For a = (ak) ∈ P0 and b = (bk) ∈ P , Cha deﬁnes
sa(K ) = (sak (K ))∞k=1, eb(K ) = (ebk (K ))∞k=1 and db(K ) = (dbk (K ))∞k=1. These form a complete set of invariants for rational
algebraic concordance [1, Theorem 3.13].
Two polynomials f (t), g(t) ∈ Z[t] are called strongly coprime if for every pair of integers k and l, the polynomials f (tk)
and g(tl) have no common roots. We now prove a connection between rational algebraic concordance and the condition of
strong coprimality.
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only if both of J and K are.
Proof. It follows immediately from the additivity (up to sign) of s, e and d that if both J and K are rationally algebraically
slice, then so is J#K . Assume now that K is not rationally algebraically slice. Then there exists some a = (ak) ∈ P such
that one of sa(K ), ea(K ) or da(K ) is nonzero, so for some term an in the sequence a, one of san (K ), ean (K ) or dan (K ) is
nonzero. This implies that an is a root of K (t), the Alexander polynomial of K . If one of sa( J ), ea( J ) or da( J ) is nonzero
then similarly am is a root of  J (t) for some m. Then (amn)m = an so that amn is a root of K (tm). Similarly, amn is a root
of  J (tn), contradicting the assumption that K and  J are strongly coprime. Thus, it must be that san ( J ), ean ( J ) and
dan ( J ) vanish.
By additivity, we have sa( J#K ) = sa(K ), ea( J#K ) = ea(K ), and da( J#K ) = da(K ). By assumption, one of these is nonzero,
so we conclude that J#K is not rationally algebraically slice. 
Corollary 2.2. If knots K1, K2, . . . have strongly irreducible Alexander polynomials that are distinct up to substitutions f (t) → ± f (tk),
then the map from the algebraic concordance group to the rational algebraic concordance group in injective on their span.
Proof. Since distinct strongly irreducible polynomials are strongly coprime, Proposition 2.1 implies that the only way a
linear combination #nj=1c j K j with c j ∈ Z can be rationally algebraically slice is if c j K j is rationally algebraically slice for
all j.
Now, we note that K j has inﬁnite order in the algebraic concordance group if and only if sz(K j) is nonzero for some re-
ciprocal number z with |z| = 1. By [1, Proposition 6.1(1)], z must be a root of K j (t). Let a = (an) = ( n
√
z ) be any compatible
sequence of nth roots of z. Then each an is reciprocal, since an and a−1n are both roots of the same irreducible polynomial
K j (t
n). Thus, a ∈ P0 and certainly sa(K j) is nonzero, since its ﬁrst entry is nonzero. Since s is a homomorphism to a
torsion-free group it follows that K j is of inﬁnite order in the rational algebraic concordance group.
The proof in the case that K j is of order two or four is the same, but uses the invariants e and d in place of s. 
3. Strong coprimality
Recall that the Alexander polynomial of the n-twist knot Tn is
Tn (t) = nt2 − (2n + 1)t + n.
In this section, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. For positive integers m = n, the Alexander polynomials Tn and Tm are strongly coprime.
Corollary 3.2. If some linear combination #mj=1 c j T j is rationally algebraically slice, then each c j T j is rationally algebraically slice.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the quadratic formula, the roots of Tn (t) are given by rn and 1/rn , where rn = 2n+1+
√
4n+1
2n .
If these polynomials were not strongly coprime, then for nonzero integers k, l,
rkn = rlm. (1)
Since rn > 1, it must be that sign(k) = sign(l), from here on we assume both are positive. If k and l had a common
factor d, we could take the positive real dth root of both sides of this equation. We thus may assume that k and l are
relatively prime. The proof now proceeds by cases.
Lemma 3.3. If (4n + 1)(4m + 1) is not the square of an integer, then Tn and Tm are strongly coprime.
Proof. Otherwise, (1) holds so that rkn = rlm . An easy inductive argument shows that for each k > 0 there are positive
rationals a and b such that
( 2n+1+√4n+1
2n
)k = a + b√4n + 1. Thus, there are positive rational numbers a,b, c,d such that
a + b√4n + 1= c + d√4m + 1,
and rearranging this equation we see that
b
√
4n + 1− d√4m + 1 = c − a.
By squaring both sides of this equation and performing arithmetic we get
b2(4n + 1) + d2(4m + 1) − 2bd√(4n + 1)(4m + 1) = (c − a)2
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√
(4n + 1)(4m + 1) is rational, contradicting the assumption that
(4n + 1)(4m + 1) is not a square. 
Thus, we are reduced to the case that (4n+ 1)(4m+ 1) is a square. This in particular implies that there are odd integers
a,b, D , with D squarefree and congruent to 1 mod 4 such that 4n+ 1 = a2D and 4m+ 1= b2D . Making these substitutions,
rn = a
2D − 1+ 2(1+ a√D )
(a
√
D + 1)(a√D − 1) =
a
√
D + 1
a
√
D − 1 , rm =
b
√
D + 1
b
√
D − 1 . (2)
We ﬁrst deal with the case where D = 1, i.e. where rn and rm are both rational numbers, namely
rn = a + 1
a − 1 =
2y + 2
2y
= y + 1
y
,
where a = 2y + 1, and rm = z+1z with b = 2z + 1. We thus have
rkn = rky(y+1) =
(
y + 1
y
)k
=
(
z + 1
z
)l
= rlz(z+1) = rlm,
and comparing prime factorizations, we see that we must have y = αl and z = αk for some natural number α > 1. But then
if k < l we have(
y + 1
y
)k
=
(
1+ 1
αl
)k
<
(
1+ 1
αk
)k
<
(
1+ 1
αk
)l
=
(
z + 1
z
)l
,
a contradiction.
The proof in the case D > 1 works in exactly the same way, but since rn and rm are elements of Q(
√
D ) and instead
of Q, we must replace unique prime factorization in Z with unique factorization into prime ideals (see [6, II.1, p. 54]) in the
ring Z
[ 1+√D
2
]
of integers of the number ﬁeld Q(
√
D ).
To this end, let p be a prime number dividing n. Then the ideal generated by p in Z
[ 1+√D
2
]
is not prime. It factors as
〈p〉 = P1P−1, where
P1 =
〈
p,
a
√
D + 1
2
〉
, P−1 =
〈
p,
a
√
D − 1
2
〉
.
In order to see this, we expand P1P−1 =
〈
p2, p a
√
D+1
2 , p
a
√
D−1
2 ,
a2D−1
4
〉
. The ﬁrst, second and third of these generators
are clearly in 〈p〉. The fourth, a2D−14 = n is a multiple of p by design. Thus, 〈p〉 ⊇ P1P−1. In order to see the opposite
containment, note that the difference between the second and third of the generators is exactly p.
Recall that for an ideal I in Z
[ 1+√D
2
]
, the norm N(I) is deﬁned to be the order of the quotient Z
[ 1+√D
2
]
/I as an abelian
group. We will require the following basic properties of the norm (see [6, pp. 56–57]): for ideals I, J ⊆ Z[ 1+√D2 ],
• if I = 〈r + s√D 〉 is principal, then N(I) = |N(r + s√D )| = |r2 − Ds2|,
• if I  J , then N(I) is a proper divisor of N( J ),
• if N(I) is a prime integer, then I is a prime ideal, and
• the norm is multiplicative: N(I J ) = N(I)N( J ).
Thus, since
N(P1)N(P−1) = N
(〈p〉)= p2
with N(P1) < p2 and N(P−1) < p2, we must have N(P1) = N(P−1) = p and both P1 and P−1 are prime ideals.
Lemma 3.4. If pk divides n then for  = ±1,
Pk =
〈
pk,
a
√
D + 
2
〉
.
Proof. We proceed by induction; the lemma holds for k = 1 by the deﬁnition of P . If it holds for k − 1, then
Pk = Pk−1 P
=
〈
pk−1, a
√
D + 
2
〉〈
p,
a
√
D + 
2
〉
=
〈
pk, p
a
√
D + 
,n +  a
√
D +  〉
,
2 2
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Pk =
〈
pk, p
a
√
D + 
2
,
a
√
D + 
2
〉
=
〈
pk,
a
√
D + 
2
〉
completing the proof. 
Returning to the situation of interest, we determine the multiplicity with which P1 divides the numerators and denomi-
nators of (2) in terms of the multiplicity with which p divides m and n.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that p divides n with multiplicity k > 0 over the integers, then a
√
D+1
2 is contained in P
k
1 but not P
k+1
1 and
a
√
D−1
2
is not contained in P1 .
Proof. First, note that if a
√
D−1
2 ∈ P1 then since a
√
D+1
2 ∈ P1, it would follow that 1 ∈ P1, contradicting that P1 is a proper
ideal.
By Lemma 3.4, a
√
D+1
2 ∈ Pk1. In order to show that no greater power of P1 contains a
√
D+1
2 , we perform a norm compu-
tation:
N
(〈
a
√
D + 1
2
〉)
=
∣∣∣∣ (1+ a
√
D )(1− a√D )
4
∣∣∣∣= n.
Recalling that N(P1) = p, we note that if a
√
D+1
2 were contained in P
k+1
1 then it would follow that p
k+1 divides n, in
contradiction to the assumption to the contrary. This completes the proof. 
Now suppose that (1) holds, so that in light of (2):(
a
√
D + 1
2
/a√D − 1
2
)k
=
(
b
√
D + 1
2
/b√D − 1
2
)l
. (3)
Cross multiplying reduces this to(
a
√
D + 1
2
)k(b√D − 1
2
)l
=
(
a
√
D − 1
2
)k(b√D + 1
2
)l
. (4)
First, suppose that p is a prime factor of n but is not a factor of m. By Lemma 3.5, a
√
D−1
2 /∈ P1. Since the norm of b
√
D−1
2
is m which is not divisible by p = N(P1), we must have b
√
D−1
2 /∈ P1. Thus, the right hand side of (4) is not an element of
the prime ideal P1, but we know the left hand side is because a
√
D+1
2 ∈ P1, a contradiction. Thus, n and m must have the
same set of prime factors.
Suppose then that p is a prime factor of both n and m. Let x = vp(n) be the highest power such that px divides n and
likewise let y = vp(m) be the highest power of p such that p divides m. We have two factorizations of the ideal 〈p〉 in the
Dedekind domain Z
[ 1+√D
2
]
:
〈p〉 = P1P−1 where P1 =
〈
p,
a
√
D + 1
2
〉
, P−1 =
〈
p,
a
√
D − 1
2
〉
, and
〈p〉 = P˜1 P˜−1 where P˜1 =
〈
p,
b
√
D + 1
2
〉
, P˜−1 =
〈
p,
b
√
D − 1
2
〉
.
By unique factorization of ideals, either P1 = P˜1 or P1 = P˜−1. In the latter case, by Lemma 3.5, P1 divides the left hand
side of (4) with multiplicity xk+ yl and the right hand side with multiplicity 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, P1 = P˜1 and
P1 divides the left hand side with multiplicity xk and the left hand side with multiplicity yl. It follows that xk = yl.
Since we can assume that k and l are relatively prime, xk = yl implies that there is some integer c (depending on p)
with y = ck and x = cl. Thus, n and m have related prime factorizations:
n = pc1l1 pc2l2 . . . p
c f l
f =
(
pc11 p
c2
2 . . . p
c f
f
)l = αl, and
m = pc1k1 pc2k2 . . . p
c f k
f =
(
pc11 p
c2
2 . . . p
c f
f
)k = αk, (5)
for some integer α = pc1 pc2 . . . pc f > 1.1 2 f
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(rn)k = (rm)l is impossible over the real numbers for n = αl and m = αk . Let α be any integer greater than 1. Exchanging n
and m if necessary, we may assume k < l. Substituting n = αl and m = αk into the original expressions for rn and rm from
the quadratic formula, we get
(
2αl + 1+
√
4αl + 1
2αl
)k
=
(
2αk + 1+
√
4αk + 1
2αk
)l
.
Making a simpliﬁcation, this is equivalent to
(
1+ 1
2αl
+
√
1
αl
+ 1
4α2l
)k
=
(
1+ 1
2αk
+
√
1
αk
+ 1
4α2k
)l
.
Observe that for l > 0, the real number 1 + 1
2αl
+
√
1
αl
+ 1
4α2l
is greater than 1 and that this number increases as l
decreases. Thus, since k < l,
(
1+ 1
2αl
+
√
1
αl
+ 1
4α2l
)k
<
(
1+ 1
2αk
+
√
1
αk
+ 1
4α2k
)k
<
(
1+ 1
2αk
+
√
1
αk
+ 1
4α2k
)l
.
In particular, this implies that these are not equal and completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. Strong irreducibility
A polynomial f ∈ Q[t] is strongly irreducible if f (tk) is irreducible for all positive integers k. In this section, we apply the
idea behind Eisenstein’s Irreducibility Criterion to prove various criteria that guarantee strong irreducibility. Recall [7, 2.1]
that for p ∈ Z prime, the p-adic valuation on Q is the function vp : Q → Z ∪ {+∞} deﬁned by
vp(x) =
{
k, x = rs · pk where k, r, s ∈ Z satisfy p  r, p  s,
+∞, x = 0.
Theorem 4.1 (An Eisenstein criterion for strong irreducibility). Let f = cdtd + · · · + c0 be an irreducible polynomial in Q[t]. Let p be
a prime number and suppose that for some 0 i < j  d, the following conditions are satisﬁed, where a = j − i, b = vp(c j)− vp(ci),
and m = b/a:
(1) ci and c j are nonzero,
(2) vp(ci) = vp(c j),
(3) a and b are relatively prime,
(4) p  b, and
(5)
vp(ck)m(k − i) + vp(ci) for i < k < j, and
vp(ck) >m(k − i) + vp(ci) for 0 k < i or j < k d.
Then if f (t|b|) is irreducible, f is strongly irreducible.
We defer the proof of Theorem 4.1 until the end of the section. To make sense of the hypotheses, and especially
condition (5), we recall the deﬁnition of the Newton polygon of f at the prime p (see [7, 6.4]): we plot the points
(k, vp(ck)) in the plane for 0  k  d, and take the lower part of the boundary of their convex hull.1 For example, if
f (t) = 8t4 − 26t3 + 35t2 − 26t + 8 is the Alexander polynomial of the knot 12a1163 from [9], then the Newton polygon of f
at the primes p = 2 and p = 13 is the following:
1 We omit the points (k,+∞) arising from coeﬃcients ck = 0, since these points would not affect the lower boundary of the convex hull.
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some edge which (2) is not horizontal, (3) does not pass through a lattice point besides its endpoints, and (4) has a vertical
height b that is not divisible by p. In the case of the above example, the edge ((1,1), (2,0)) of the Newton polygon at
p = 2 satisﬁes conditions (1)–(5) with b = 1. Thus, since f is irreducible, by Theorem 4.1, f is strongly irreducible. Since
12a1163 is of inﬁnite order in the algebraic concordance group, Corollary 2.2 implies that it is of inﬁnite order in the rational
algebraic concordance group.
Corollary 4.2. Let f = cdtd + · · · + c0 ∈ Z[t] be an irreducible polynomial of degree d, where we assume the coeﬃcients do not all
share a common factor. Then if some prime p divides cd or c0 exactly once, f is strongly irreducible.
Proof. Suppose that p divides c0 exactly once and that j is the ﬁrst index for which c j is not divisible by p.
Then ((0,1), ( j,0)) is an edge of the Newton polygon for f at p, with a = j, b = −1, so certainly a and b are relatively
prime, p  b, and the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisﬁed. We conclude f is strongly irreducible.
Similarly, in the case that instead p divides cd exactly once, we consider the edge ((i,0), (d,1)), where i is the last index
for which ci is not divisible by p. 
Note that the previous strong irreducibility result of Jae Choon Cha follows immediately from Corollary 4.2:
Proposition. ([1, Proposition 3.18]) Suppose λ(t) = pt2−(2p+k)t+ p, where p is a prime and k is an integer such that k ≡ 0 (mod p)
and k ≡ −2p ± 1 (mod p2). Then λ(t) is strongly irreducible.
We need the second congruence condition only to guarantee that ± 1p , ±p are not the roots of λ(t), and that therefore
λ(t) is irreducible over Q. Indeed, this means that the hypothesis k ≡ −2p±1 (mod p2) in the proposition can be weakened
to k = −2p ± (1+ p2).
We now state a second strong irreducibility criterion that takes into account data at several primes.
Theorem 4.3. Let f = cdtd + · · · + c0 ∈ Q[x] be irreducible. Assume that for every prime q there exist a prime p and an edge
((i, vp(ci)), (i + a, vp(ci) + b)) of the Newton polygon for f at p such that the numbers a and b are relatively prime and q  b.
Then f is strongly irreducible.
Again, we defer the proof until the end of the section.
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c0 = ±αk for any integer α and natural number k > 1, then f is strongly irreducible.
Proof. Let c0 = ±pe11 pe22 · · · perr be the prime factorization of n. Then for any prime q, since c0 is not a qth power up to sign,
there is some i for which q  ei . At the prime p = pi , the Newton polygon for f has an edge ((0, ei), (1,0)), for which a = 1
so a and b are certainly relatively prime, and b = −ei is not divisible by q. Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are satisﬁed
and f is strongly irreducible. 
As in Corollary 4.2, we could replace c0 and c1 with cd and cd−1 in the statement of Corollary 4.4, either by giving the
analogous proof or by replacing f with td f (t−1).
Corollary 4.5. If a natural number n is not a perfect power and n = y(y + 1) for any y ∈ Z, then the Alexander polynomial
Tn (t) = nt2 − (2n + 1)t + n
is strongly irreducible.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.4: the n = y(y + 1) condition is equivalent to the irreducibility of Tn (t)
over Q (see the analysis of the D = 1 case in the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
Remark 4.6. In the case where n = α2 is a perfect square, the polynomial Tn (t) fails to be strongly irreducible:
Tn
(
t2
)= α2t4 − (2α2 + 1)t2 + α2 = (αt2 − t − α)(αt2 + t − α).
In fact, in this case, the n-twist knot is rationally algebraically slice. In order to see this, we check that Cha’s three
invariants s, e, and d all vanish. If s were nonzero then for some a = (a j) ∈ P0, the invariant s(a)(Tn) would not be identically
zero. Thus, sa j (Tn) would be nonzero for some a j , implying that a j is a root of Tn . Since a ∈ P0, the term a2 j is a square
root of a j , and hence must satisfy one of the irreducible factors of Tn (t
2). But neither of these factors is symmetric, which
implies that a2 j is not reciprocal, contradicting that (a) is in P0. The argument that d and e vanish is the same.
On the other hand, when n is a perfect power but not a perfect square, we have found no examples where Tn (t) fails
to be strongly irreducible, but it seems the techniques of this section cannot easily be applied in this case in general.
For example, when n = 63 = 216, the polynomial T216 (t3) has roots in both Q2 and Q3, i.e. in Qp for every p at
which the Newton polygon is not simply a single horizontal segment. On the other hand, T216 (t) is nevertheless strongly
irreducible: applying Theorem 4.1 to T216(t) at p = 2, we see that we need only check that T216(t3) is irreducible over Q,
which is easily checked by computer (in fact, it’s irreducible mod 11).
Applying Corollary 2.2, the above discussion yields the following:
Corollary 4.7. If K is the kernel of the map from the subgroup generated by {Tn | n > 0} in the algebraic concordance group to the
rational algebraic concordance group, then〈{Tn | n is a perfect square}〉⊆ K ⊆ 〈{Tn | n is a perfect power}〉.
Numerical evidence suggests that K = 〈{Tn | n is a perfect square}〉.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Q(r) be the extension of Q obtained by adjoining a root r of the irreducible polynomial f . Then
[Q(r) : Q] = d, and to show that the degree xd polynomial f (tx) is irreducible over Q, it suﬃces to show that [Q( x√r ) :
Q(r)] = x for some xth root x√r of r. If x = yz, then[
Q( x
√
r ) : Q(r)]= [Q( x√r ) : Q( y√r )][Q( y√r ) : Q(r)],
where [Q( x√r ) : Q( y√r )]  z and [Q( y√r ) : Q(r)]  y. Therefore, if f (tx) is irreducible, or equivalently [Q( x√r ) : Q(r)] = x,
then [Q( y√r ) : Q(r)] = y and f (t y) is irreducible as well.
Thus, to show f is strongly irreducible, it suﬃces to show that [Q( x√r ) : Q(r)] = x when x = |b|z is a multiple of b, and
since we are assuming that f (t|b|) is irreducible, it suﬃces to show that [Q( x√r ) : Q( |b|√r )] = z.
Now, applying standard results on Newton polygons (see [7, 6.4], especially Theorem 6.4.7), we see that over the p-adics,
f has a factor g ∈ Qp[t] of degree a, such that every root r˜ ∈ Qp of g satisﬁes vp(r˜) = m = b/a, where the valuation
vp : Qp → Q ∪ {+∞} is the extension of vp : Qp → Z ∪ {+∞}. Since f is irreducible over Q and Qp is algebraically closed,
there exists an inclusion Q(r) ↪→ Qp taking r to r˜. Thus, we identify Q(r) with a subﬁeld of Qp , where r is a root of g .
Now, since a and b are relatively prime and vp(r) = b/a, the ramiﬁcation index e(Qp(r)/Qp) is a multiple of a, but r
is a root of a polynomial g of degree a. Therefore g is irreducible and e(Qp(r)/Qp) = a. (For basic facts on ramiﬁed and
unramiﬁed extensions and ramiﬁcation index, see [7, 5.4].)
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Let π be a uniformizer of Qp(r). Then Qp( |b|
√
r ) = Qp(r, |b|
√
rπ−b ), so since vp(rπ−b) = 0 and p  b, the extension
Qp(
|b|√r )/Qp(r) is unramiﬁed. On the other hand, vp( x√r ) = mx = baz|b| = ± 1az , so e(Qp( x
√
r )/Qp) is a multiple of az. Now,
since
e
(
Qp(
x
√
r )/Qp
)= e(Qp( x√r )/Qp( |b|√r )) · e(Qp( |b|√r )/Qp(r)) · e(Qp(r)/Qp),
with e(Qp( |b|
√
r )/Qp(r)) = 1 and e(Qp(r)/Qp) = a, we ﬁnd that e(Qp( x√r )/Qp( |b|√r )) is a multiple of z. Therefore [Qp( x√r ) :
Qp(
|b|√r )] is a multiple of z, and hence [Q( x√r ) : Q( |b|√r )] is a multiple of z, and since this extension is obtained by taking
a zth root, we have [Q( x√r ) : Q( |b|√r )] = z, as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let Q(r) be the extension of Q obtained by adjoining a root r of the irreducible polynomial f . As in
the proof of Theorem 4.1, we must show that for every natural number x, we have [Q( x√r ) : Q(r)] = x for some xth root x√r
of r.
We observe that if x = yz, then Q( x√r ) contains subﬁelds Q( y√r ) and Q( z√r ). Thus, if [Q( y√r ) : Q(r)] = y and [Q( z√r ) :
Q(r)] = z, with y and z relatively prime, we could conclude that [Q( x√r ) : Q(r)] = x. It therefore suﬃces to prove that
[Q( x√r ) : Q(r)] = x in the case where x = qh is a prime power.
Now, let p be the prime associated to q in the hypotheses of the theorem. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we may
conclude that over Qp , the polynomial f has a factor g whose roots r˜ ∈ Qp all satisfy vp(r˜) = b/a. Again, since f is
irreducible over Q we can identify Q(r) with a subﬁeld of Qp in which r is a root of g . Again, since a and b are relatively
prime, g is irreducible over Qp and Qp(r)/Qp is totally ramiﬁed of degree a.
Now, since vp( q
h√
r ) = b
aqh
and q  b, the ramiﬁcation index e(Qp( q
h√
r )/Qp) is a multiple of aqh . Therefore, since
e
(
Qp
(
qh
√
r
)
/Qp
)= e(Qp( qh√r )/Qp(r)) · e(Qp(r)/Qp),
and e(Qp(r)/Qp) = a, we conclude that e(Qp( qh√r )/Qp(r)) is a multiple of qh and hence [Qp( qh√r ) : Qp(r)] and [Q( qh√r ) :
Q(r)] are multiples of qh . Since [Q( qh√r ) : Q(r)] qh , we conclude [Q( qh√r ) : Q(r)] = qh as desired. 
5. Application: Making the [4] construction of knots deep in the solvable ﬁltration explicit
In [2], Cochran, Orr and Teichner deﬁne a ﬁltration of the knot concordance group indexed by half-integers:
· · · ⊆ F1.5 ⊆ F1 ⊆ F.5 ⊆ F0 ⊆ C.
In [4], Cochran, Harvey and Leidy perform an iterated infection process along a particular class of ribbon knots to yield
subgroups of Fn/Fn.5 isomorphic to Z∞ . We recall their construction:
Deﬁnition. (Deﬁnition 7.2 of [4]) Given a ribbon knot R in S3 and an unknotted curve η in S3 − R such that the linking
number lnk(R, η) = 0, the pair (R, η), also written Rη , is called a robust doubling operator if:
(1) the rational Alexander module of R , A0(R) is cyclic, generated by η, and A0(R) ∼= Q[t,t−1]δ(t)δ(t−1) for a prime polynomial δ,
and
(2) for each isotropic submodule P of A0(R), with the ﬁrst order signature corresponding to P , ρ(R, φP ), vanishes or P
corresponds to a ribbon disk for R .
The justiﬁcation for calling the pair (R, η) an operator is a procedure called infection which takes a doubling operator Rη
and a knot J and produces a knot Rη( J ) by cutting the strands of R which pass through a disk bounded by η and tying
them into the knot J , as is indicated in Fig. 2.
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy provide examples of robust doubling operators and prove the following theorem:
Theorem. (Theorem 7.7, [4]) Let I be an arbitrary indexing set. Take {Qi = (qi,1, . . . ,qi,n)}i∈I to be a collection of n-tuples of
polynomials which are termwise strongly coprime, that is, for all i, j ∈ I and each m, qi,m and q j,m are strongly coprime. Take
{Ri = (Ri,nα ◦· · ·◦ Ri,1α )}i∈I to be a set of iterated robust doubling operators such thatRi,m = qi,m. For each i ∈ I , take Ki = {Ki, j}∞i,n i,1 j=1
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to be a sequence of knots with vanishing Arf-invariants, such that for each i ∈ I , the set of integrals of the Tristram–Levine signature
functions {ρ0(Ki, j)}∞j=1 , is linearly independent of the ﬁrst order signatures of Ri,1 . Then the set{Ri(Ki, j) ∣∣ i ∈ I, 1 j < ∞}
is linearly independent in Fn/Fn.5 .
From here on we refer to the integral of the Tristram–Levine signature function of a knot as its ρ0-invariant. For a
discussion of von Neumann ρ-invariants, see [2].
The doubling operators that Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy construct, Ri,mαi,m , satisfy all the needed conditions and have only
one nonzero ﬁrst order signature. By picking the sequences Ki to consist of knots with linearly independent ρ0-invariants,
the addition of this ﬁrst order signature introduces at most one relation. Thus, by removing at most one term from the
sequence Ki , the linear independence condition can be met.
Unfortunately, the nonzero ﬁrst order signatures are diﬃcult to compute, and so it is not yet known which Ki, j must be
removed from the sequence Ki to achieve this independence. For a different set of robust doubling operators, we circumvent
this diﬃculty.
Let J0, J1, . . . be a sequence of knots with vanishing Arf-invariant and linearly independent ρ0-invariant. [3, Theorem 2.6]
provides such a sequence.
For each positive integer b, consider the amphichiral ribbon knot R˜b depicted on the left hand side of Fig. 3. It has
Alexander module A0(R˜b) = Q[t,t−1]〈δb(t)2〉 where
δb(t) = bt2 − (1+ 2b)t + b.
This module has only two isotropic submodules, P = 〈δb〉 and 0. The corresponding ρ-invariants both vanish: ρ(R˜b, φP ) = 0
since P corresponds to a ribbon disk, and ρ(R˜b, φ0) = 0 by [5, Proposition 4.5] since R˜b is amphichiral.
Of course this is problematic: the submodule 0 cannot correspond to a ribbon disk. No choice of η will make R˜bη a robust
doubling operator. With that in mind we perform the infection by J0 depicted on the right hand side of Fig. 3. Calling the
resulting ribbon knot Rb , we see that ρ(Rb, φP ) = 0 since Rb is still ribbon and P corresponds to a ribbon disk for Rb .
By [3, Proposition 3.2], ρ(Rb, φ0) = ρ0( J0) which in particular is nonzero. Thus, if η is any unknotted curve representing a
generator of A0(Rb) (such as the one depicted in Fig. 3), Rbη is a robust doubling operator.
Notice that since δb = Tb is exactly the Alexander polynomial of the b-twist knot, Theorem 3.1 asserts that the polyno-
mials Ra and Rb are strongly coprime for a = b.
Thus, we have an explicit set of knots fulﬁlling the conditions of [4, Theorem 7.7]. By applying the theorem, we get the
following linearly independent sets in Fn/Fn.5:
Theorem 5.1. Let J0, J1, . . . be a sequence of knots with vanishing Arf-invariant and linearly independent ρ0-invariants. Let A =
{(ai,1, . . . ,ai,n)} be a collection of n-tuples of positive integers such that for all i = j and 1  m  n, we have ai,m = a j,m. Given
a = (ai,1, . . . ,ai,n) ∈ A, let Ra be the iterated doubling operator Rai,nη ◦ · · · ◦ Rai,1η , where the Rai,mη are the robust doubling operators
deﬁned above. Then the set{Ra( J j) ∣∣ a ∈ A, 1 j < ∞}
is linearly independent in Fn/Fn.5 .
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